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Shenhong City

A planned city located on Fujiko IV within the Fujiko System, Shenhong City was established to serve as
the main headquarters of both the Ryu Keiretsu and Fujiko Development Corporation. It is also rumored
to be a test on how to bring the Reds under control with a system of governance with plans to build
additional cities within the region. It became open to migration in late YE 44 1).

 2)

History

When the Ryu Keiretsu made plans to redevelop the Fujiko Region of the Yamatai Star Empire, they knew
they were going to have problems initially integrating the Nepleslian Reds clones that made up the
overwhelming percentage of the population. As rebuilding Red Sands City would be out of the question
cleaning up the corruption would take both an internal and external approach, it was decided to build
their own city in the “frontier”. Construction efforts were initially hampered on two fronts: the militia
controlled construction guilds and squatters that claimed the vast area as their territory.

Choosing a “tropical” (temperate rainforest) location on the coast of the continent of Mai, RyuK survey
teams were harassed by a “clan” of Red clones taking on the surname of O'Brian. Claiming the land has
always been theirs since landfall, they “did not appreciate a bunch of cat lovers” coming in and taking
their “hard fought” lands despite showing zero development beyond their tiny fishing village. Black Crane
Securities escorts were enough to deter them from becoming more violent in their protests despite being
given microapartments in the Shenfu District (close to their village several kilometers outside of the city
limits.)

The real problem came in securing skilled labor for preparation of the land, construction of the city blocks
buildings would be placed upon, and various other things that would be needed to complete the city's
first phase. Guilds that did not actively boycott the presence of the RyuK and the city were charging
greatly inflated fees as they felt like they had an opportunity to milk a cash cow. Especially as ones that
didn't had a tendency to have their construction crews beaten by “random muggers” in the mobile work
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camps set up, shootings when in transit to the worksite, and equipment were regularly hacked to cause
havoc. While Black Crane did their best to prevent the physical component, it was enough to scare all but
the hardest of Reds and those with an axe to grind with the militias from wanting to be hired.

The solution ended up just building most large buildings and prefabricated buildings at the shipyard and
manufacturing facilities of Port Jiyuu and the Hephaestus Class Industrial Vessel RKS Spirt of Change
where production crews consisted of vetted Reds and Yamataians hired elsewhere. The ground work
ended up being completed by androids and drones connected to local intranets, controlled by machine
intelligence and individuals on site utilizing “puppeteer rigs” (protected by Black Crane Securities).

The city was formally founded in YE 44.7, experiencing an anticipated migration of Nepleslian Reds from
Red Sands City looking for new opportunities.

Description

 3)

Shenhong City is located on the equatorial shores of the Mai continent. While still a rather cold
environment, the waters of the Gulf of Erika is never frozen and the summers are decently comfortable
with temperatures of 15 degrees Celcius. The terrain is dominated by coastal low mountains, plains, and
forests. The city currently has a area of 69 square kilometers, but has a claim to 700 additional square
kilometers of land (both inland and in surrounding waters) that it could expand into.

The city (much like most settlements on the planet) are protected with a Nepleslian Research and
Manufacturing design shielding system that can act as a city defense shield. But its primary purpose is to
reduce the planet's dense atmosphere (3.91 atm pressure) to a much more comfortable 1.91 atm.

Divided into 8 districts (listed below), Shenhong City inherited some of the planned city development
typical of Tatiana. This is due to the majority of architects and engineers were hired directly from Tatiana
and the desire from the Ryu-Mizumitsu Clan for a more nature friendly city compared to existing
settlements. Especially since most of the planet is either ice or frozen tundra.

Zhuhai District
Jingdu District
Shenfu District
Hongling District
Taimeng District
Xinhe District
Jishan Industrial Zone
Yitian Industrial Zone

To entice and speed up migration, the RyuK built a number skyscrapers and prefabricated buildings in
orbit from the shipyards of Port Orchid. Inspired by the Type 30 City Block, much of the city is built on top
of prepared structures designed to support the weight of civilization. Skyscrapers have limited life
support systems and engineering spaces that once held the anti-gravity drives used to place it into its
foundation.
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The tallest buildings and density is located around the center of the city. As you get further away from
the central high density, neighborhoods quickly become less dense with lower ceiling limits for the
buildings. The lowest density buildings are expected to be townhomes.

The architecture of the city favors towards High-tech_architecture and Yamataian 
postmodern_architecture.

Zhuhai District

The centralhub for the city, Zhuhai District is home to major corporate headquarters, government
institutions, and cutting-edge research facilities. This area boasts the most advanced architecture, with
eco-friendly skyscrapers and green spaces integrated throughout. There are a few major and branch
roadways within Zhuhai, but permits are required use them making traffic light with wealthy individuals
being escorted in luxury vehicles or busses and taxis used by everyone else being the common sight.

In the middle of the district is the 800m high Alpha arcology that contains the headquarters for the Fujiko
Development Corporation, government facilities, and living facilities for a great number of residents. A
large central park surrounds much of the arcology with a Shintoism shrine honoring the kami  Inari
Okami.

The construction sites for the district's 6 planned arcologies also can be seen dotting the district. Each
are planned to be self contained environments to reduce the impact the residents have on the planet
(outside of mining and industry) and as a form of protection from the high winds should the atmospheric
shield ever fail.

Notable Corporations/Industrial Parks/Locations

Inari Okami Shrine: Located within the large central park surrounding the Alpha arcology, this
Shinto shrine is dedicated to Inari Okami, the kami of fertility, rice, agriculture, and industry. It
serves as a spiritual and cultural center for the local lily community.

Alpha Arcology: A 800m high, self-contained structure housing the headquarters for the Fujiko
Development Corporation, government facilities, living facilities, and workplaces for tens of
thousands of the city's of residents.

Central Park: Surrounding much of the Alpha Arcology, this park provides a green oasis in the heart
of the city, featuring walking paths, gardens, and recreational areas.

Construction Sites for Future Arcologies: Six additional 400m arcologies are planned for the district,
each designed to be a self-contained environment that reduces the impact of residents on the
planet and offers protection from high winds.

Advancer/Zhuhai Medical Joint Venture Research Hospital: A state-of-the-art medical facility
focused on research and patient care.

Harrison Lily Training Center: A cutting-edge training and professional cloning and development
facility for Lily Type Artificial Nepleslian.
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FDC Legislative Building: Located within the Alpha Arcology, this building houses the legislative
body for FDC's government.

FDC High Court Building: Also within the Alpha Arcology, the High Court Building serves as the
primary judicial center for FDC's government.

FDC Headquarters: The central command for the Fujiko Development Corporation, located within
the Alpha Arcology.

Jingdu District

Jingdu District is a unique and picturesque area of Shenhong City that combines traditional Yamataian
aesthetics with futuristic designs. Located to the east of Zhuhai District, Jingdu serves as a serene
extension of Zhuhai's lush green spaces, offering a respite from the busy urban environment.

The architectural style of Jingdu District features a mix of traditional Yamataian elements, such as torii
gates, alongside contemporary designs that include towering skyscrapers and sleek, modern buildings.
The “Eight Beauties” Ridge, a series of low mountains, further enhances the district's aesthetics with
several minor Shinto-like shrines built upon the ridge, as well as luxurious single-family units.

One of the most prominent skyscrapers in Jingdu is the Crane Tower, which is owned by the Ryu Keiretsu.
Standing at 600 meters tall, the tower's unique architecture is inspired by Lianjia and Yamataian
aesthetics, making it an eye-catching landmark within the district.

In addition to its striking visual appeal, Jingdu District is home to several prestigious educational
institutions, such as Fujiko University, Reds Institute of Technology, Nexus Academy of Arts and Design,
Azure Bay Institute of Marine Sciences, and The Elysian School of Social Sciences and Humanities. These
establishments contribute to the intellectual and cultural richness of the area.

Overall, Jingdu District is a vibrant and elegant part of Shenhong City that artfully combines traditional
influences with modern innovations, making it an attractive destination for residents and visitors alike.

Notable Corporations/Industrial Parks/Locations

Fujiko University: A prestigious higher education institution offering a wide range of academic
programs and research opportunities.
Reds Institute of Technology: A leading technical school focusing on engineering, computer
science, and other technology-related disciplines.
Academy of Arts and Design: A renowned institution dedicated to the study and practice of visual
arts, graphic design, and related fields.
Azure Bay Institute of Marine Sciences: A research and educational center specializing in marine
biology, oceanography, and environmental conservation.
The Elysian School of Social Sciences and Humanities: A school offering programs in social
sciences, humanities, and liberal arts.
Ryu Keiretsu Headquarters: The main office of the powerful Ryu Keiretsu corporation, housed
within the iconic 600-meter-tall Crane Tower.
Ryu Systems and Instruments Research and Development Campus: A cutting-edge research facility
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dedicated to the development of advanced systems and instruments for various industries.
Cloud 18 Club: An exclusive brothel with workers making use of special implants.
Eight Beauties Ridge: A picturesque low mountain ridge adorned with several Shinto-like shrines
and luxurious single-family units, providing stunning views of the district.

Shenfu District

Shenfu District, situated to the south of Jingdu District and east of Zhuhai District, is a lively and bustling
area known for its entertainment and residential offerings. Often referred to as the heart of the city's
nightlife, Shenfu District is home to a diverse array of nightclubs, bars, and volumetric arcades, making it
a popular destination for both locals and visitors looking for a vibrant nightlife experience.

The streets of Shenfu District are adorned with neon signs and holographic advertisements that
illuminate the district day and night, creating a lively and immersive atmosphere. The combination of
modern architecture and cutting-edge technology adds to the district's futuristic and energetic feel.

As the district extends towards its outskirts, the building height significantly decreases, with a ceiling of
three stories for most structures. These residential apartments primarily house recent migrants from Red
Sands City who have moved to Shenhong City in search of better opportunities. Unfortunately, some
issues such as organized crime have followed these migrants, creating new challenges for the district.

Despite these challenges, Shenfu District remains a vital and dynamic part of Shenhong City, drawing
people from all walks of life to its enticing array of entertainment venues and residential areas.

Notable Corporations/Industrial Parks/Locations

Dapeng Park: A large urban park that offers recreational facilities and green spaces for residents
and visitors to unwind and enjoy outdoor activities.
West Forest Business Group: A business complex that houses various companies, start-ups, and co-
working spaces, fostering innovation and collaboration in the district.
Neon Alley: A popular street lined with bars, brothels, nightclubs, and live music venues, offering a
diverse range of entertainment options for nighttime revelers.
HoloSphere: A cutting-edge volumetric arcade featuring immersive gaming experiences that utilize
volumetric technology and virtual reality systems.
SkyView Terrace: A rooftop bar and restaurant offering panoramic views of the city skyline,
gourmet cuisine, and a wide selection of beverages.
The Electric Lotus: A popular nightclub known for hosting top DJs and live performances, as well as
its state-of-the-art sound and light systems.
Dongfeng Art District: A creative hub showcasing galleries, studios, and workshops of local and
international artists, fostering the city's thriving art scene.
The Crystal Mall: A shopping center featuring a wide range of shops, restaurants, and
entertainment venues, catering to diverse tastes and preferences.
The Sunset Lounge: A stylish cocktail bar becoming renowned for its signature drinks, expert
mixologists, and sophisticated ambiance.
The Sphere Cinema: A multiplex cinema featuring the latest films and cutting-edge projection
technologies, providing an immersive movie-going experience.
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Xinhe District

Xinhe District is a quiet residential area located between Taimeng District and the Jishan Industrial Zone.
The district is characterized by its more relaxed atmosphere compared to other parts of the city. With the
exception of an arcology near the Zhuhai District border and the low mountain ridge within the district,
most of Xinhe consists of empty plots awaiting construction of new builds, along with a few developments
by Lianjia Mutari and Sardinian families.

The majority of existing buildings in Xinhe District are only four stories tall and spread out, providing a
stark contrast to the dense, towering architecture of other areas in Shenhong City. This lower-density
residential environment offers a more peaceful and laid-back lifestyle for its residents.

In Xinhe District, you can find communities of Abd Bahadi migrants and clones who have built their
homes close together, creating village-like atmospheres. Several 300m arcologies are also under
construction in the heart of the district, which will further contribute to the development of the area.

While Xinhe District may not have the bustling energy or the vibrant nightlife of other districts in
Shenhong City, it offers its residents a more tranquil living experience, with easy access to the amenities
and services available in neighboring districts.

Notable Corporations/Industrial Parks/Locations

Xinhe Arcology: This under-construction arcology is expected to provide a self-sustained living
environment for residents, with state-of-the-art facilities, green spaces, and various amenities.

Baitian Ridge Park: A natural green space within the district where residents can enjoy leisure
activities, hiking, and picnics amidst the low mountain ridge's serene surroundings.

Wadi Village: A unique cultural enclave in the district, where Abd Bahadi migrants and clones have
built their homes close together, providing a glimpse into their traditional way of life and
community values.

Xinhe Community Center: A multipurpose facility that offers recreational, educational, and social
activities for the residents of the district, promoting community engagement and well-being.

Aguirre Cultural Plaza: A public space designed to showcase and celebrate the cultural heritage of
the Lianjia Mutari and Sardinian families, featuring art installations, performance spaces, and
cultural events.

Hongling District

Hongling District is a predominantly residential area located to the north of Zhuhai District, stretching
into the Northeast and Northwest quadrants of Shenhong City. Nestled within the low mountain ridges
that surround the city, Hongling is known for its upscale homes and private estates. The district offers
breathtaking views of the city and the bay, making it an ideal location for those seeking a luxurious and
serene living environment.
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The architecture of the homes in Hongling District is characterized by a mix of contemporary and
traditional designs that blend seamlessly with the natural surroundings. The district's location within the
low mountain ridges provides its residents with easy access to nature trails, recreational facilities, and
green spaces, offering a perfect balance between urban living and the beauty of the outdoors.

Hongling District is also home to a few notable locations and attractions, such as the Ryu-Mizumitsu
Estate, which is a symbol of the influential Ryu family's presence in Shenhong City. The Ryu Heavy
Industries Zero-G Speedway is another popular attraction, offering thrilling zero-gravity racing
experiences for both residents and visitors.

Overall, Hongling District is a prestigious and tranquil residential area that caters to the needs of its
affluent residents while maintaining a strong connection to the natural beauty of Shenhong City's
surrounding landscape.

Notable Corporations/Industrial Parks/Locations

Ryu-Mizumitsu Estate: A grand and luxurious estate belonging to the influential Ryu family,
showcasing their prominence in Shenhong City. The estate is surrounded by beautiful gardens and
offering stunning views of the city and the bay.

Ryu Heavy Industries Zero-G Speedway: A popular attraction in the district, this zero-gravity racing
facility provides thrilling experiences for both residents and visitors. The speedway hosts exciting
zero-gravity racing events, drawing crowds from all around the city and beyond.

Hongling Ridge Park: A vast green space that runs along the low mountain ridges within the
district, offering residents access to nature trails, picnic areas, and outdoor recreational facilities.
The park is a favorite spot for hiking, jogging, and enjoying the beautiful views of the city and the
bay.

Azure View Observatory: Located at one of the highest peaks in the district, the observatory offers
breathtaking panoramic views of Shenhong City, the bay, and the surrounding landscape. It is a
popular spot for stargazing, photography, and simply enjoying the magnificent scenery.

Misty Mountain Spa & Retreat: A luxury wellness center nestled within the mountains, providing a
serene and rejuvenating experience for its visitors. The spa offers various treatments, yoga and
meditation classes, and relaxation spaces, catering to the holistic well-being of its clients.

Taimeng District

Taimeng District is located to the west of Hongling and north of Xinhe Districts, making up the majority of
the North West Quadrant of Shenhong City. The district has a more relaxed and laid-back atmosphere
compared to other parts of the city, with a mix of residential, commercial, and green spaces.

Taimeng District's architecture is more modest and down-to-earth, with buildings built by Abd Bahadi
migrants and clones having been constructed close together, resembling villages. Several 300m
arcologies are in the process of being built within the heart of the district, which will contribute to the
area's development and urban planning.
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The district also features numerous parks, gardens, and recreational areas that cater to families and
individuals who prefer a quieter, more community-oriented lifestyle. The streets are lined with a variety
of shops, cafes, and restaurants, offering a diverse range of dining and shopping options for residents
and visitors.

In Taimeng District, you can find a mix of residential buildings, ranging from single-family homes to
apartment complexes, catering to different income levels and preferences. The district is an ideal place
for those seeking a more suburban lifestyle, with easy access to the city center and other districts for
work, leisure, and entertainment.

Overall, Taimeng District is a pleasant and peaceful part of Shenhong City, providing its residents with a
comfortable living environment that is a balance of urban convenience and suburban tranquility.

Notable Corporations/Industrial Parks/Locations

Taimeng Marketplace: A bustling shopping area featuring a mix of local and international stores,
restaurants, and cafes, providing residents with convenient access to daily necessities and a
variety of dining options.

Jishan Industrial Zone

Jishan Industrial Zone is a crucial district in Shenhong City, known for its light industries and
manufacturing facilities. Situated in the southwest-central region of the city, Jishan is named after a
series of small ridges of low mountains that extend north into Xinhe District. The district plays a vital role
in supporting the city's economic growth and providing employment opportunities.

The industrial zone is characterized by an array of factories, warehouses, research and development
centers, and logistics facilities. Many of the city's light industries are concentrated within Jishan,
producing goods such as electronics, textiles, automotive components, and consumer products. The
district is well-connected to transportation networks, facilitating the efficient movement of goods and
people.

In addition to its industrial facilities, Jishan also has a number of support services and amenities, such as
worker housing complexes, vocational training centers, and recreational areas, catering to the needs of
the workforce employed in the district.

Jishan Industrial Zone's thriving industrial scene and the availability of skilled labor make it an attractive
location for businesses looking to establish or expand their operations in Shenhong City. The district
continues to play a vital role in the city's overall development and economic prosperity.

Notable Corporations/Industrial Parks/Locations

The following corporations operate within the Huang Industrial Zone:

Honma Motors Racing Testing Facility: A state-of-the-art facility where Honma Motors tests and
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develops new vehicle models, particularly those focused on racing and performance.

United Kikyo Food Corporation Processing Facility: A large food processing plant that handles the
production and packaging of various food products for distribution to retail outlets across the city
and beyond.

Advancer Enterprises Production Facility: A cutting-edge manufacturing facility where Advancer
Enterprises produces a range of products from medical equipment to cybernetics.

Ryu and Liu Textile Production Facility: A textile factory that specializes in producing high-quality
fabrics and textiles for various industries, including fashion, home furnishings, and automotive
interiors.

Liling Vocational Training Center: An educational facility that offers training programs and
apprenticeships in various industrial fields, equipping local residents with the skills needed to work
in the district's industries.

Xufei Logistics Hub: A strategically located logistics center that handles the transportation and
distribution of goods and materials to and from the industrial zone, ensuring a smooth and efficient
supply chain.

Jishan Workers' Recreation Center: A recreational facility that provides workers in the district with
various leisure and sports amenities to help them unwind and maintain a healthy work-life balance

Yitian Industrial Zone

Yitian Industrial Zone is an essential part of Shenhong City, located to the east of Jishan and south of
Shenfu along the Azure Bay. It distinguishes itself from other districts by housing “starships on land,”
which are essentially large, self-contained facilities designed to minimize emissions and environmental
impact. This approach helps maintain a balance between industrial growth and environmental
preservation.

The zone comprises a mix of heavy industrial activities, such as ore processing and materials
manufacturing, as well as commercial and residential spaces. These include markets, warehouses, and
high-rise apartment complexes that cater to the needs of the diverse community of workers, merchants,
and residents.

Yitian is also home to a maritime port that connects the city to nearby sea lanes. The port plays a critical
role in importing raw materials essential for various industries within the city. The proximity to Azure Bay
has also led to the development of a thriving community of fishermen, merchants, and dockworkers,
further contributing to the district's economic growth and cultural diversity.

Notable Corporations/Industrial Parks/Locations

Ryu Shipping Lines Container Yard: A major container yard managed by Ryu Shipping Lines, which
handles a significant portion of the imports and exports for Shenhong City. It plays a vital role in
facilitating trade and ensuring the smooth flow of goods.
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Hwang Nanocomposite Processing Facility: A cutting-edge facility dedicated to the processing of
advanced nanocomposites used in various industries such as aerospace, automotive, and
electronics. This facility contributes to the technological advancement and innovation within
Shenhong City.

Azure Bay Maritime Port: The primary maritime port in Yitian, which connects Shenhong City to
nearby sea lanes and facilitates the import of raw materials and export of finished goods. The port
is essential for the city's economic growth and global trade.

Shangbu Fish Market: A bustling fish market where fishermen bring their daily catch to sell to local
restaurants, merchants, and residents. The market is a central hub for the local fishing community
and a source of fresh seafood for the city.

Yitian Warehouse District: A large area dedicated to warehouses and storage facilities for various
industries, enabling the efficient storage and distribution of goods throughout Shenhong City.

Blue Ocean Residential Complex: A high-rise apartment complex that provides modern living
accommodations for the workers, merchants, and residents in the Yitian Industrial Zone. The
complex offers various amenities and services to support a comfortable and convenient lifestyle.

Transportation

A vast metro system is the primary method of getting around Shenhong City. Residents of the city can
easily get to any point of the city with a max number of transfers being 2 with bus stops being within 500
meters of walking (2km for tram stations). With the exception of a few hills, the city is largely flat making
cycling attractive as well.

Unlike Tatiana, residents do have the option to use personal vehicles as well. Though since Fujiko IV lacks
a well developed road system, most of the vehicles are small vehicles powered by hydrogen fuel cells.
But there are plenty of highway ways and main roads to allow at least 2 alternative paths to a
destination.

The city has a number of highway entry points and train stations built to connect the city to other
settlements via a planned highway/maglav system. As of early YE 45, the primary means of entering and
exiting the city is the Bao'an Starport built on an island made of reclaimed land. The Ryu Keiretsu is
currently negotiating for a Ryu Shipping Lines ran PAINT lines to Rufusland, Ukmirt, Virginia, andAmatsu-
Yamatai.

People

The majority of the new city's population are Nepleslian Reds and non-humans (Elysian and Kodians
mostly) seeking to escape the chaos and corruption of Red Sands City. The city has also seen an influx of
Yamataians and non-Red affiliated Nepleslians that were employees of the Ryu Keiretsu being transferred
to the city from Tatiana.
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As the city is located within a temperate rainforest in the tropics of Fujiko IV, the majority of the
populations constantly dress in layers. Environmental skinsuits, hardsuits, climate-controlled jumpsuits,
etc. remain popular items of fashion for the residents of Shenhong City. During the short summer, less
layers of “normal” civilian attire is worn by locals. Naturally the majority of the residents from Red Sands
City open carry pistols (and occasionally rifles) to deter would-be criminals while there and have
continued to do so in Shenhong City.

The majority of the people speak in Trade (language) with Yamataigo (邪馬台語) making a close second.

Characters

Here's an automatic list of all characters currently in this place (based on structured data from their
character pages).

Nothing found

RP Opportunities

As a city in active development, chief roleplaying opportunities will revolve around outsiders entering the
city.

Local Rumors

Put plot hooks and local rumors in this section.

A group of hackers and cybercrimnals is rumored to have settled into the Shenfu District.

OOC Notes

demibear created this article on 2023/02/11 05:24 using the namespace template.

This was approved by Andrew on 2023/04/294).
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